
Fun fact: Our platform was not initially built to be sold as a product!

We built the platform a few years back for our own use on our projects as we were getting a lot of 

forms type work and we didn't like using InfoPath as it had too many limitations. The original version 

was for SharePoint 2010 and we used it for On-Prem projects for our customers. After InfoPath was 

deprecated we decided to rebuild it from the ground up using the Office UI Fabric and release it as a 

product for Office 365 and On-Prem.

It's not just forms

It contains forms, workflow and business logic in one package.

Minimal training

As it's built on the SharePoint platform, if you can create sites, 

lists and columns in SharePoint then you can design forms.

Responsive by design

Our forms are 100% responsive meaning they work well 

on any device.

It's fast

Most forms can be built including automating their business 

process in less than 4 hours and more complex ones typically 

take just a few days. 

Mobile app with Offline Forms

We have a companion mobile app for iOS and Android 

which provides offline forms.

Continuously improving

We have an aggressive release cycle whereby we release 

new features every month!

Unrivalled Support

We provide extensive support through numerous channels 

including our online Helpcenter, YouTube channel, Community 

site and Helpdesk (check out our reviews on AppSource).

Cost effective

Compared to other products we are very inexpensive and offer 

features that are not available in other products.

Benefits 
of Our 
Platform

For customer demos, we typically spend 1-2 hours setting up 
a sample form and the associated business process.

Built for: 
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About the Platform

Platform
Benefits 

Build faster (apps can be built in hours rather than days or weeks)

Deploy easier (export the app design and import to live environment)

Reduce custom code and testing effort

Reduce complexity

Easy troubleshooting (via export/import)

Build on a proven platform

Monthly updates with new features

Premium support
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Upcoming 
Features

 

Design wizard

Configure everything in one screen

Forms Hub

A central location to access all of your forms/apps

App Themes

Apply consistent branding to all forms/apps 

across your organisation

Email approval

Approve and reject forms via email

Sintel Grid

View your form data in a grid with searching, sorting, filtering, 

grouping, exporting and custom actions

Sintel Chart

Visualise your form data using one or more responsive charts

Sintel Tile

Display key data, metrics and summary information
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